Prospective observational study comparing traditional laparoscopy and three-dimensional laparoscopy in gynecologic surgery.
To compare perioperative details among patients who underwent gynecologic surgery between traditional laparoscopy and three-dimensional laparoscopy. The present prospective non-randomized study enrolled all consecutive patients diagnosed with gynecologic pathology who underwent laparoscopic surgery at Reina Sofia Hospital, Cordoba, Spain between January 1 and April 30, 2014. Perioperative data, adverse events, and patient satisfaction were compared between patients who underwent treatment with two-dimensional and three-dimensional laparoscopic surgery techniques. The study enrolled 60 consecutive patients; 31 (52%) patients who underwent three-dimensional surgery and 29 (48%) who underwent traditional two-dimensional surgery. No significant differences were observed in the adverse-event rate, operating time, or perioperative parameters. A higher use of sealing devices was recorded among patients who underwent three-dimensional laparoscopy (P=0.021). No difference was recorded in patient satisfaction between the two patient groups. Although there was no impact on surgical outcomes, three-dimensional surgery could give a more accurate view of the surgical field. Performing three-dimensional surgery could be beneficial for more complex procedures although further comparative studies are required to investigate this hypothesis.